Improved simulations and sensors are producing datasets whose increasing complexity exhausts our ability to visualize and comprehend them directly. To cope with this problem, we can detect and extract significant features in the data and use them as the basis for subsequent analysis. Topological methods are valuable in this context because they provide robust and general feature definitions.
Introduction
Science and engineering increasingly rely on simulations to better understand natural phenomena. With the growing computational power available to these simulations, their results become more complex, and analysis becomes a challenge. Simultaneously, the improvements in the precision of physical instruments outpace our ability to process their measurements, creating a similar demand for tools capable of large-scale analysis. Traditional visualization techniques help gather new insights, but today's datasets achieve a level of complexity that hinders their direct understanding.
One way to reduce this complexity is to extract the salient features, subsequently using them for visualization and analysis. In this context, topological methods have proven useful as they supply flexible feature definitions for a range of scientific problems, including characterizing the mixing of fluids [14] , analyzing combustion simulations [5, 6, 15, 23] , and identifying states and transitions in chemical systems [3] . Often, topological features, such as isosurfaces and extrema, have a ready physical interpretation.
What makes topological analysis powerful is its principled approach. By drawing on algebraic insights, it establishes a connection between stability and persistence of topological features. Accordingly, it allows the user to zero in on what matters: to recognize the significance of the different parts of the input, to highlight its meaningful components, and to distinguish between important features and superficial noise. Feature detection provides a simpler, abstract view of the data.
But the increasing data sizes demand more computational power. While its growth was following Moore's law, serial computation was meeting this demand. Recently this growth has stalled. As a consequence, the need to speed up computation has put more emphasis on the use of parallelism. With modern supercomputers in mind, we aim to take full advantage not only of the large number of computational nodes, but also of the growing number of shared memory cores on each node.
To cope with the proverbial flood of data, we need to be able to run topological algorithms effectively on massively parallel machines. However, the analytical strength of topology is also its computational weakness. By definition, topology relies on global information: that's how it recognizes globally stable features. But global information is an obstacle to parallelization, which thrives on localized computation.
Accordingly, parallel approaches in topology are in their infancy. We are aware of only one result on parallel computation of merge trees [17] , the main object of our study. Notable effort has gone into parallelizing Morse-Smale complex computation [13, 21, 22] . In all cases, the chief obstacle is the need to gather global information about the data. We propose to shift the focus from computation of topological descriptors in isolation and to consider their subsequent analysis. Our main contribution is a distributed representation of merge trees that can be quickly postprocessed. We believe such an emphasis on analysis would be useful for many topological descriptors.
Merge trees. In this paper, we focus on a 0-dimensional topological invariant, a merge tree. By keeping track of the evolution of components in sublevel sets of a scalar function, merge trees capture their global connectivity. This information, in turn, has been used for computation of contour trees [8] and the analysis of scientific datasets [6] .
Because of their connection to persistent homology [10] the branches of a merge tree are equivalent to a 0-dimensional persistence diagram -merge trees allow the user to examine the amplitude of noise in the data. Furthermore, they let us make minimal changes to the function while eliminating as many (noisy) extrema as possible [1, 2, 12] . Consequently, such a simplified, denoised function can serve as an input to any visualization technique.
Reeb graphs [20] are descriptors closely related to merge trees. Instead of tracking components of sublevel sets, they track isosurfaces, i.e., components of level sets. Reeb graphs illuminate the stability of isosurfaces [4] by quantifying how small a perturbation eliminates any given component. When the domain is simply connected, Reeb graphs become trees, often called contour trees. The algorithm of Carr et al. [8] constructs contour trees from two merge trees: those of the function and of its negation. Flexible isosurfaces [7, 9] use these trees to manipulate individual contours.
In many data analysis applications, it is interesting how derived quantities change as we vary the classification threshold. For example, in combustion simulations one can classify regions as "burning" or "non-burning" by thresholding fuel consumption. Since superlevel sets correspond to segmentation of the domain above a threshold, it is possible to use merge trees to extract information, such as burning region size, for all possible thresholds [6] . Similarly, Mascarenhas et al. [15] use the merge tree to compute statistics about feature thickness depending on various scalar dissipation rate thresholds. Our own work is motivated by finding halos in astrophysical data. Here the goal is to identify clusters of high density without a priori knowledge of a suitable threshold. The merge tree provides a compact representation for all possible classifications, which not only lets us detect thresholds interesting for analysis, but also supports efficient computation of derived quantities such as the distribution of mass in a cluster. The salient point in all cases is that a merge tree is not an end goal in and of itself. Instead, it is a means to organize data for querying and post-processing.
Contribution. We attack the problem of computing merge trees on modern parallel computers on two fronts: (1) we develop a distributed representation of merge trees that not only improves their parallel computation, but also simplifies their subsequent analysis; (2) we develop a new algorithm for merging two trees. Specifically, after reviewing background and prior work in the next section, we present our contributions as follows:
• As a baseline, we assemble a global tree by performing in parallel a binary reduction. To fit the result on a single processor, we simplify the tree. In Section 3, we show that merging and simplification steps can be interleaved during the computation.
• Section 4 describes a distributed merge tree representation that not only speeds up the computation, but lets us parallelize subsequent queries. This representation is particularly interesting in the context of the so-called in-situ computation, where the input is partitioned among multiple processors by its producer, and any analysis must respect this partition, minimizing the movement of the data.
• Section 5 presents a new data structure for storing the merge tree. It not only speeds up the serial combination of two trees, a basic step both in our work and in prior work [17] , but also lets this operation scale on multiple available shared-memory cores.
Section 6 illustrates our claims with experimental results.
Background
We begin by reviewing the relevant background, including related work.
Spaces, functions, and merge trees. In this paper we are concerned with triangulated domains that support continuous realvalued functions. Recall that a k-simplex is the convex hull of k + 1 vertices. Its face is the convex hull of any subset of these vertices. A simplicial complex is a collection of simplices closed under taking faces. We assume that our input is a simplicial complex K together with a scalar functionf : Vrt K → R on its vertices. We extend this function to the underlying space |K| of the simplicial complex, i.e., the union of its simplices, by linear interpolation and obtain f : |K| → R.
Merge trees capture the connectivity of the sublevel sets K a = f −1 (−∞, a] of a real-valued function. (Symmetrically, they can keep track of the superlevel sets of a function, but it is convenient to think of this case as working with the negation, − f .) For a formal definition, we say that two points x and y in the domain |K| of f are equivalent, x ∼ y, if they belong to the same level set, f (x) = f (y), and they belong to the same component of the sublevel set f −1 (−∞, f (x)]. A quotient space, |K|/ ∼, glues together points in |K| that are equivalent under the relation ∼, i.e., it is the set of equivalence classes of |K| with respect to ∼, equipped with the topology where open sets are those sets of equivalence classes whose unions are open sets in |K|. This quotient space is called a merge tree.
The following procedural description unravels the definition. As we sweep the function value from −∞ to ∞, we create a new branch for each minimum. As its component in the sublevel set grows, we extend the branch until two of them merge (at a saddle). If the domain is connected, all the branches merge together by the time we reach the global maximum, which becomes the root of the tree. We can, thus, distinguish between three types of nodes in a merge tree: leaves represent the minima of the function; internal nodes correspond to the merge saddles; and the root of the tree captures the global maximum.
There is the fourth type of node, a degree-two node. These nodes are topologically trivial -they carry no information since the sublevel sets do not change as we pass the respective function value -but they are by far the most numerous. We prune such nodes from the tree, recording them in lists attached to the first non-trivial node below them.
For a linearly interpolated function only the 1-skeleton of the domain (vertices and edges) matters to the connectivity of the sublevel sets and, therefore, to the computation of the merge tree. We assume there are n vertices and m edges in the domain. The input function will be fixed throughout the paper. However, we will restrict it to different domains. We denote the merge tree of the function restricted to a set U by T U .
Branch decomposition. To get a better handle on its structure, it is convenient to decompose a merge tree. At every internal node, we separate all but the deepest subtree. Here we mean the deepest in terms of the minimum function value. The result is a decomposition of the tree into half-open paths that start at an extremum and end just before a saddle, plus one closed path that starts at the global minimum and ends at the global maximum; see Figure 1 . The intervals of function values covered by these paths nest into each other; they are precisely the persistence barcode [11] . Pascucci et al. [18] use a similar decomposition for the contour trees.
Computation. The standard approach to computing merge trees [8] is closely related to Kruskal's algorithm for finding minimum spanning trees. It maintains a disjoint-set data structure, initializing each vertex as its own set. Processing the vertices in order of increasing function value, one finds the sets containing each lower neighbor v of the current vertex u. If the sets containing u and v are different, the highest-valued representative in the set of v is linked to u in the merge tree; the two sets are united. The procedure is dominated either by the initial sorting of the vertices or by the union-find algorithm; thus, it runs in time O(n log n + mα(n)) 1 , where α(n) is the inverse Ackermann function.
To avoid storing the entire input in memory, Bremer et al. [6] build merge trees by incrementally merging together paths. Processing the edges in arbitrary order, the authors merge together (in sorted order) the two paths in the tree that start from the vertices of an edge and go up to the root. It is not difficult to verify that the resulting tree is indeed the merge tree. (Here and throughout the paper, we abuse the terminology and refer to merge trees of disconnected domains, which are, in fact, forests.) The price for memory savings is speed: this construction technique is slower than the Kruskal's-like algorithm above.
Domain decomposition. Given multiple processors, the only existing technique [17] for parallel computation of merge trees follows the standard reduction strategy. The domain is covered by multiple sets; individual processors find merge trees of the function restricted to each of these sets. The resulting small trees are merged together in pairs -producing merge trees of the function restricted to larger and larger subsets of the domain -until all the covering sets are united. When this happens, we have the sought-after full merge tree.
It is convenient to think of the initial cover as the finest level in a hierarchical decomposition of the domain. The hierarchy follows in reverse the merging order of the sets; see Figure 2 for a twodimensional example. The prototypical three-dimensional example of this construction is an octree subdivision of a cube. Because we are merging sets in pairs, we halve their number at each iteration and move higher up in the hierarchy: at level 3i, we have 8 i smaller cubes. In this case, the intersection between two merging cubes is always a subset of their two-dimensional boundary. (In general, this need not be the case: for instance, if at the finest level the cubes were thickened by a layer of ghost cells.)
In the remainder of the paper we assume, for simplicity, that we are working with a hierarchy resulting from an octree subdivision of a cubical domain. In fact, we rely on no assumptions on the topology of the covering sets. This observation is irrelevant for cubical domains since the merged cubes remain contractible. However, it becomes beneficial on tori (periodic domains) and, especially, on adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) grids. In the latter case, higher-resolution grids refine subsets of the data at the coarser levels. This refinement, effectively, punches holes in coarser blocks Merging. Pascucci and Cole-McLaughlin [17] follow the decomposition strategy outlined above. They merge the trees by repeating the Kruskal's algorithm with the union of the trees as the domain. The simplicity of this procedure is appealing: if you can compute a merge tree, you can merge two trees. But the entire approach is limited. As we merge more and more sets, fewer processors remain in use while the trees grow larger. As a result, the binary reduction underlying the merge is top-heavy, making this algorithm effective only for a small number of processors (relative to the size of the input).
The algorithm of Bremer et al. [6] can also be used for merging trees -after all, we just need the merge tree of the function on the union of the two trees. Although slower than [17] , their technique serves as the foundation for our new merging algorithm in Section 5. Once we augment the underlying tree data structure, we get a merging algorithm that significantly outperforms the alternative.
Simplified Global Tree
For modern input sizes, the merge trees are too large to store in memory of a single node. That's the main motivation behind our work. It is also the main obstacle to a direct comparison of our work to prior approaches [6, 17] , both of which try to compute the entire merge tree in one place. In this section we state auxiliary results and describe a scheme that serves as a comparison baseline for our main contribution.
The theory of persistent homology [10] suggests a way to limit the growth of the merge trees. Instead of computing the full tree, we could find a simplified tree that keeps only the stable branches. To distinguish between the unstable noise and the stable features, we need an extra parameter ε: any branch we can remove by changing the input by at most ε is noisy; every remaining branch is stable. When the threshold ε is sufficiently high, the simplified tree becomes small enough to fit in memory.
Simplification. A crucial realization is that we do not need to compute the full merge tree in order to simplify it 2 . Simplification and computation steps can be interleaved in the course of the reduction. Once we compute the merge tree for one of the regions in the decomposed domain, we can remove all the branches of length at most ε that are completely internal to the domain, i.e., the ones without boundary nodes. The following theorem justifies this procedure. THEOREM 3.1. Given a function f , let T U and T U∪V be the merge trees of its restriction to sets U and U ∪V . If every node in a subtree of T U lies outside U ∩ V , then that subtree appears (unaltered) in T U∪V .
PROOF. We prove the claim by induction on the size of the subtree. Let x be a node in T U . If x is a leaf (i.e., a subtree of size one), it is a minimum of the function restricted to U. If it lies outside U ∩V , it remains a minimum in U ∪V . So it remains a leaf in T U∪V .
Assume the claim is true for all subtrees of size up to k. Let x be the root of a subtree of size k + 1; let x and all of its descendants be outside U ∩ V . From the inductive assumption, none of the subtrees of its children change in T U∪V . Therefore, the only way for the subtree of x to change is if its component of the sublevel set changes when we restrict the function to the union U ∪V . But this is impossible: since x and all of its descendants are outside U ∩V , its component in the sublevel set of the function restricted to U ∪V lies entirely in U − (U ∩V ).
The final merge tree has a convenient interpretation in light of the work on persistence-sensitive simplification [1, 2, 12] . We can find a function g, close to f in the sense that sup x | f (x) − g(x)| ≤ ε, such that the simplified tree is really the merge tree of g. This view justifies our strategy: if the input was perturbed up to ε by noise, we can choose any nearby function without sacrificing precisionwe might as well choose the function that gives the clearest view of the data.
Pruning. The efficiency of the merging and simplification procedures depends on the sizes of the trees involved. So we try to make them as small as possible. It is easy to prune the internal nodes: all degree-two nodes are redundant. The boundary nodes, on the other hand, present a problem. A degree-two boundary node in the restricted domain can end up a merge node once the two domains are united. The next lemma, however, grants us some freedom by elucidating which of the boundary nodes are definitely superfluous. LEMMA 3.2. Given a function f , suppose we have merge trees T U and T V of the restriction of f to sets U and V . If x ∈ U ∩ V is not a minimum of f |U∩V , then the path from x to the root in T U is a sub-path of a path from y to the root for some node y ∈ U ∩V . The claim is true for the same pair of nodes in T V .
PROOF. Let x be a vertex in U ∩V with a lower neighbor y ∈ U ∩V , f (y) < f (x), i.e., x is not a minimum in the intersection. Then, since the function is piecewise-linearly interpolated on the interiors of the edges, y appears in the subtree of x both in T U and T V . Therefore, the paths from x to the roots in both trees are subsets of the paths from y. The claim follows.
What is the implication? A degree-two node x that's not a minimum in the boundary of a cover set contributes no information about the connectivity of the sublevel sets in the union. Some other node y makes redundant x's only contribution, the evidence that the sublevel sets on its path to the root in the two trees are connected. In other words, if a boundary node is not a minimum (within the boundary), we are free to prune it away. On a 1, 024 3 grid we use for our experiments in Section 6, such an aggressive pruning reduces (already pruned) trees by an additional factor between three and four.
Limitation. The simplified-global-tree strategy has an obvious downside: we must know the simplification threshold ε in advance. Merge trees are interesting because they offer a comprehensive view of the data. For example, the distribution of the branches lets us recognize the amplitude of the noise. But now we face a chickenand-egg problem: we need a merge tree to choose a simplification threshold, and we need a threshold to get a merge tree. In the next section, we show that one need not choose: we can distribute the full merge tree among all the processors.
Local-Global Representation
No amount of simplification and pruning can save us from the sizes of the global trees, which grow in lockstep with the input. So instead of trying to assemble the entire output on a single processor, we distribute its representation.
There are many ways to do this. For instance, each processor could store those nodes in the tree that correspond to its local input data. Additionally, each such node could record its parent in the global tree. In principle, such a distribution represents the whole tree. But it is too expensive for analysis. Any non-trivial query requires a traversal of the tree, which, in turn, would generate too much communication: we may have to bounce between processors at every step.
With this consideration, we arrive at the main idea behind our work. By focusing on how a merge tree is used for analysis, we distribute it so as to minimize communication required to answer queries. To this end, each processor stores the detailed connectivity of the branches with its local input data, but keeps only a coarse view of the entire tree.
Sparsification. Instead of treating all the nodes equally, we bestow some with a special status. The chosen nodes are significant: we can answer detailed queries about them. We sparsify the tree as much as possible outside of these nodes. To do so, we remove all the branches not reachable from a special node by a monotonically increasing path; see Figure 3 . Here we think of a branch as a minimum-saddle segment, open at the saddle. If the saddle loses enough branches to have only one child, i.e., when it becomes a degree-two node, we prune it from the tree. Such sparsification can be performed in linear time via a post-order traversal. Our ultimate goal is to assemble on each processor the global tree sparsified with respect to the processor's local data. But to do so we need intermediate information. As before, our Algorithm 1, SPARSEEXCHANGE, grows the domain of the sparsified tree in iterations: starting from the finest sets in the cover, the trees are merged in pairs. After each iteration, each processor sparsifies its result with respect to the local data and the boundary of the larger domain; see Figure 4 . The processors exchange data in pairs: they send to each other their local trees sparsified with respect to the boundary. After i iterations, 2 i nodes have the same outgoing information. In our implementation, they exchange it directly with their counterpart, a node with the same MPI rank except for the inverted i-th bit. Figure 5 illustrates the communication pattern. Unlike in the previous section and in the prior work [17] , the number of workers does not halve after each iteration. Every processor remains busy computing how its local data fits into the global (sparsified) tree.
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4: 3: PROOF. Consider the merging of the trees T U and T V . It operates on the paths to the root that start from nodes in U ∩ V . Since Y U contains U ∩V , by definition, the ghost branches in T U with respect to Y U are not reachable from these paths. Therefore, they remain unreachable from Y U ∪V in T U∪V .
In other words, once a branch is a ghost with respect to X ∪ ∂U, it remains a ghost no matter how many other trees it is merged with. (Here we assume, for simplicity, that the sets in the cover intersect only along their boundaries.) Equivalently, sparsification and merge operations can be safely interleaved. So, once the SPARSE-EXCHANGE procedure terminates, we have the global tree sparsified with respect to the processor's local data.
Algorithm 1 SPARSEEXCHANGE( f ):
(Assumes 2 k compute nodes. BOX(r) refers to the initial set assigned to the node r.)
Post-processing. Usually merge tree computation serves as a preprocessing step; the real analysis is performed via subsequent queries. In this case, the local-global representation is especially powerful. The initial investment in its computation pays off: the queries can be answered in parallel employing all the available processors.
The simplest example of such post-analysis is the extraction of the persistence diagram, a completely parallel process requiring no communication: each node reports the branches started by the minima in its local domain. It is similarly simple to find which noisy minimum gets remapped into which persistent minimum when we simplify the function by a given threshold: all the information is available locally.
Histograms. A more interesting example is querying the distribution of volumes of sublevel set components containing a given point. Such analysis is useful, for example, in astrophysics when comparing simulated and observed data. Unlike the nodes of the merge tree, the sublevel sets are not localized; their different parts belong to different processors. Fortunately, we can find the sublevel set component of any given local node x without any communication. We identify each component with the point that started it, i.e., the lowest minimum it contains. This identification suggests an alternative view of the local-global representation: for every point in the local domain, it records all the sublevel set components that contain that point.
So for any point x we identify a sequence s i of saddles that we encounter on the path from x to the root. Additionally, we get the sequence m i of minima that identify the components of the sublevel sets, so that between f (s i ) and f (s i+1 ) point x belongs to the component identified with m i+1 ; see Figure 6 . Accordingly, the function values on these pairs nest into each other:
Now for any value
we broadcast the minimum m k to the rest of the processors, so that each one of them can find its contribution to the volume of the component of m k in the sublevel set f −1 (−∞, a]. The numbers are summed up by a single reduction. Similarly, for a histogram of volumes with bins defined by intervals I: we broadcast both sequences f (s i ) and m i ; each processor finds its local contribution to each interval in I; the processors sum up all the contributions via a reduction.
Persistent components. Another common query is the location of components that cannot be removed by a small perturbation. Besides the merge tree, we are given two thresholds, m and t. The goal is to report all components of the sublevel set at t that contain a minimum lower than m. Typically, we want to find some additional information for such components, for example, their volume or integral. In applications, such queries appear when we are looking for clusters in density functions; in cosmological simulations this problem is called "halo finding."
Here again the local-global representation proves convenient: every processor has complete information about all the components that intersect its local domain. Therefore, in a single traversal, it can identify both the persistent components and how much volume its local domain contributes to each one. Making each processor responsible for the minima local to its input, an exchange is still necessary to sum up the contributions from the different processors, but the required communication is minimal.
Skip Trees
Both in Sections 3 and 4 as well as in [17] the main computational step is the merging of two trees. The original approach of Pascucci and Cole-McLaughlin [17] finds the result by repeating the unionfind procedure with the union of the two trees as the input. It is unsatisfying for two reasons: (1) the underlying union-find procedure is inherently serial; (2) the algorithm is not sensitive to the output. The former trait is particularly unfortunate for modern computer architectures where the number of cores on an individual node has been steadily rising. Sharing the same memory -the real limiting resource -these processing units could be simultaneously working on the same pair of trees. The goal of this section is to describe an alternative to the algorithm of Pascucci and Cole-McLaughlin that takes advantage of multiple shared-memory cores.
The work of Bremer et al. [6] can be used for merging just as well as for the initial construction. It would mitigate both of the above problems -their algorithm is easy to parallelize using shared memory, and it ignores the parts of the tree that remain unchanged -if only it was competitive with the union-find procedure. Below we adjust our data structure to gain both performance and scaling.
The algorithm of Bremer et al. creates n vertices (on-demand, if necessary) and then processes edges in an arbitrary order. Assuming we already have a merge tree for a domain K, the algorithm finds the merge tree for the domain K ∪ e, where e is an arbitrary edge e = (u, v) with f (u) ≤ f (v). This new edge indicates that all the sublevel set components containing vertex v also contain vertex u. The nodes on the path from v to the root represent all the former components; the nodes on the path from u to the root represent the latter. So all it takes to get the merge tree for K ∪ e is to merge these two paths in the sorted order.
The core of this algorithm is the merging of sorted paths. Unfortunately, we have no control over the order in which the edges arrive. Merging together n singleton paths can take quadratic time in the worst case. Although, in practice, the situation is not nearly as bad, profiling shows that the average node access is too high, indicating that the same nodes get traversed many times during the merge process. To alleviate this problem, we turn to skip lists [19] for inspiration and build additional shortcut levels over each parent pointer in the merge tree. Like skip lists, the resulting data structure is randomized. Each node has a parent pointer stack, called a finger. The heights of these stacks follow the geometric distribution with probability parameter 1/2: a node gets a stack of height at least i with probability (1/2) i−1 . Thus, the expected size of the stack is less than two. Together with the overhead to store the size and the location of the stack, our data structure grows by three words per node compared to the regular merge tree. At each available level i, the node stores the pointer to its first ancestor in the merge tree with the stack of height at least i; see Figure 7 . In the resulting tree each path from a leaf to the root is a skip list.
To merge two skip trees, we proceed similarly to Bremer et al. Starting from the shared vertices (alternatively, from the userprovided extra edges), we merge the ascending paths in the two trees. Unlike their algorithm, we can use the additional levels to skip over many nodes at once -the ability responsible for the speedup in Figure 11 . Although more involved, it is still simple to simultaneously perform multiple such merges in shared memory. (In fact, our implementation is lock-free.) The scaling results in Table 3 are encouraging.
Remark. We stress that our findings about skip trees apply only to the merging of two trees. When constructing two merge trees from scratch, the union-find-based construction outperforms the skiptree approach.
Experimental Results
We perform experiments on four different datasets: V is a rotational angiography scan of a head with an aneurysm (a 512 3 image from http://volvis.org); A1 and A2 are two datasets of dark matter particle mass, results of astrophysics simulations (1, 024 3 and 2, 048 3 fields, respectively); C is the rate of methane consumption during a combustion process (1, 024 2 × 2, 048 flattened two-level AMR grid).
We ran all benchmarks on the "Hopper" system at the National Energy Research Scientific Computing Center (NERSC). "Hopper" is a Cray XE6 with 6,384 nodes connected by a proprietary "Cray Gemini Interconnect". Each node contains 24 cores -provided by two twelve-core AMD 'MagnyCours' 2.1GHz processorswith 32GB (6,000 nodes) or 64GB (384 nodes) of shared memory. Each core has its own L1 and L2 caches, of size 64KB and 512KB respectively, and six cores on the 'MagnyCours' processor share one 6MB L3 cache. Figure 8 on the following page expresses the relationship between the computation of the local-global representation and of the global simplified trees. The salient point of the four graphs is clear: even when the computation of the most aggressively simplified tree is faster than the local-global representation, it is only slightly so. At the same time the local-global representation contains the same information as the entire unsimplified tree. As the graphs suggest, the less one simplifies the tree, the longer its global computation. We note that the algorithm of [17] computes the global unsimplified tree, which in our context is equivalent to the 0-simplification, meaning it is at least as slow as the slowest running times in those graphs.
To get a better idea about this behavior, we focus on one of the runs. Specifically, we examine the tree growth during the computation of the local-global representation and the global simplified trees for different thresholds using 512 processors on A1 dataset. Table 1 shows the sizes of the largest tree on any processor during the different iterations of the algorithm, for varying thresholds. The tree growth reflects the memory demands on the processors, our most constraining resource. It also explains the slower computation of the global simplified trees: larger trees take longer to merge. Figure 9 displays the same information graphically. What do we observe? Although the local-global representation starts out larger than even the least aggressive simplification -indeed, it starts with the unsimplified tree -and even though the trees grow during the computation of the local-global representation, they do so significantly slower than during the computation of the global simplified tree. So much so that already before the final sparsification the local-global trees are smaller than the most aggressively simplified, '1e13', trees. The most simplified tree provides little detail about the underlying function. In contrast, the local-global representation gives access to the full merge tree, providing more detail than the most timid simplification, '8e11', which also happens to be several times slower. The situation becomes even more dramatic after the final sparsification: the sparsified local-global tree is not only significantly smaller than the global simplified trees, but it is barely larger than the initial local tree, 44,824 nodes at the end versus 42,594 nodes in the beginning.
Such shrinking of the final trees occurs in all our examples, most vividly illustrated in the bottom graph of Figure 10 . This behavior highlights our main interest in the local-global representation. We can make the output of our algorithm (which is also the input to the subsequent analysis routines) small by increasing the number of processors we use. So even in the case of the V dataset, where, as the top graph in Figure 10 illustrates, it is disadvantageous to increase the number of processors past 512 -the problem size is too small, and the communication overhead becomes overwhelmingit is still advantageous to increase processor count to decrease the size of the per-processor input to the analysis routines. Table 2 .
To get a sense of how the two methods influence analysis, we extract a persistence diagram for the A1 dataset. When working with the local-global representation all 512 processors are participating in the computation; for the global simplified trees, we are limited to a single processor. It takes 3 seconds to get the persistence diagram in the former case versus 58 seconds in the latter (for the '8e11' threshold). Of course, the simplified diagram is less detailed. Although this comparison may seem strange -comparing one processor against 512 is hardly fair -it underlines our key message. Local-global representation lets us use all the available processors for post-processing. With global simplified trees we are stuck with a monolithic representation. It is worth noting that, in this case, the time to read the global simplified tree is about 14 seconds, i.e., it is significantly longer than the entire diagram extraction from the local-global representation.
In a sequel [16] we show how a more computationally intensive analysis routine (level set extraction) takes advantage of our representation and speeds up as the local-global trees shrink with the increasing number of processors.
Skip trees. Figure 11 and Table 3 below illustrate the time it takes to merge two trees restricted to adjacent 1024 2 × 512 subsets of a 1, 024 3 grid. The trees have 803,589 and 821,941 nodes. Figure 11 shows how the merging time decreases as we increase the finger size. The run times stop improving once the finger size becomes larger than six, but naturally this depends on the size of the input trees. More importantly, the run times do not increase as we increase the finger size further. Thus, to be safe, we set this constant to 16 in our code. A skip tree with all fingers of size one Table 1 : Maximum size of a tree on any processor at every iteration of the computation of the local-global representation and of the global simplified trees for different simplification thresholds for A1 dataset, using 512 processors. Figure 9 displays the same numbers graphically. Figure 9 : Maximum size of a tree on any processor at every iteration, using 512 processors. The raw data appears in Table 1 . Table 2 : Times to compute the local-global representation and its final tree sizes, in terms of the largest number of nodes on any processor, for varying numbers of processors. Figure 10 displays the same numbers as graphs.
is the same as the ordinary merge tree. Accordingly, merging two such skip trees is equivalent to applying the algorithm of [6] . It is also notable that with the increased finger size our merging strategy becomes faster than the union-find-based approach in [17] . We stress that this statement is true only for merging of two trees and not for the initial construction, where the Kruskal's-like algorithm is still superior. The main reason we look for alternative merging strategies that do not depend on the serial constraints of the union-find algorithm is to improve the running time on multiple shared memory cores. As Table 3 illustrates, the skip tree merging is able to benefit from multiple cores on a 2 × 12-core AMD MagnyCours processor. Although all 24 cores share the same memory, the non-uniformity of memory access is noticeable: we saw no real improvement past 12 threads as well as a significantly diminishing improvement past six threads. Nonetheless, the union-find algorithm took 5.39 seconds and could only utilize one core, while the skip tree merge took 1.74 seconds with one thread and dropped to 0.42 seconds with 12 threads.
Conclusion
It is challenging to compute topological descriptors in parallel because they rely on global information. On the other hand, one of the main strengths of topological analysis is its ability to distinguish between stable and noisy features. We take advantage of this connection in Section 3 and reduce the size of the intermediate trees by interleaving computation and simplification. Figure 11 : Merge time depending on the maximum size of the fingers in the skip tree. Finger size one is equivalent to applying the algorithm of [6] to an ordinary merge tree.
We also benefit from taking a longer view by considering not just the computation of the individual descriptors, but also how we analyze them afterwards. To this end, we develop a local-global representation in Section 4. It is practical because it dramatically reduces the size of the trees during the computation. Even more useful is its output: instead of assembling all the information on Table 3 : Running times for skip tree merging using different number of threads. Columns labeled s show the times in seconds; × denotes the speed-up compared to the single thread. Merging the same dataset using the union-find algorithm takes 5.39 seconds.
one node, it distributes the tree across the processors, making the subsequent analysis fast. So even if the intermediate tree sizes grow throughout the computation, posing a challenge for future scaling -after all, individual nodes are still performing a binary reduction -we gain in the post-processing stage where the size of the input shrinks with the growing number of processors. Such an approach is likely to be useful for other topological descriptors.
On the shared-memory front, we present a parallel algorithm for merging two trees. It improves on the existing union-find-based techniques. Our experiments make it clear that new ideas will be necessary for the future architectures that will have many more cores with non-uniform memory access. Developing data structures that explicitly take this asymmetry into account is an important research direction.
Although our theoretical contributions apply in more general settings than the octree partitions we use as a running example in this paper, in practice, they require more work to deal with more complicated boundary and membership tests. We are currently focused on extending our implementation to adaptive mesh refinement grids.
Both because of the gains we find with the local-global representation and because of the challenges we discover along the way, we hope our contributions bring the community closer to the goal of parallel, scalable computation and analysis of topological descriptors.
